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Whether you are a parent or a grandparent, your new little bundle of joy will
be “dear” in more ways than one. Here’s how to plan for the financial to-dos
and priorities of new (grand) parenthood.
.

Births, deaths, marriages, and divorces are
significant life events that require financial
resources and planning. Of all of these, a new
baby is one of the most joyful, as parents and
grandparents share their hopes and dreams as the
birth comes closer.
When planning for the financial aspects of
parenthood, it’s wise to be as proactive as
possible. There are many expenses to consider,
so take some time to consider the long-term
implications of parenthood and put together a
budget that will allow saving for future expenses.
Besides medical costs related to the pregnancy
and delivery and equipping the nursery, there
are also increased insurance needs, building an
emergency fund, budgeting for expenses in the
first few years, putting together and executing
an estate plan, and starting a college fund while
saving for retirement.
Here’s an overview of some spending priorities
and financial tasks to tackle before the baby
arrives:
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Health insurance
Has the couple determined how much having this
baby will cost? They should review their health
insurance policy and find out about deductibles,
co-pays, and policy limits. Call the insurance
company once you’ve decided on a doctor and a
hospital to find out what is covered and what the
final bill is likely to be. Hospitals can also provide
this information.
Potential costs on the final bill for labor
and delivery can include expenses such as
deductibles for mother and baby, out-of-pocket
hospitalization costs, and co-pays for doctor’s
visits and lab tests such as ultrasounds and
amniocenteses. The Medical Expenditure Panel
Survey reported that the average expectant
mother spent $1,148 in out of pocket medical
expenses in 2009, the most recent data available.
That’s a 74% increase over the $661 cost in 2004.
Changes that are coming as part of the Affordable
Health Care Act in 2014 should help cover some
of these costs, as health plans will be required to
cover 100% of the costs of many maternity-related
services including screening for gestational
diabetes and breastfeeding support, supplies, and
counseling.
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One Year to an Organized Life with Baby: From
Pregnancy to Parenthood, the Week-By-Week
Guide to Getting Ready for Baby and Keeping Your
Family Regina Leeds and Meagan Francis offers
information and checklists that help parents figure
out what a policy will cover and what other health
and pregnancy related costs are likely to be.

Life and disability insurance
With a baby in the picture, the health and ability
to work of each parent is even more critical to
family finances. Consider everyone’s contribution
to the household as well as what would happen if
an accident or illness rendered one of the parents
disabled or unable to work.

Item
Gear including car seat, stroller,
carrier, diaper bag, playpen
Activity equipment
Nursery, including crib, changing
table, dresser, decorations,
bedding
Highchair, bottles and nipples,
etc.
Breastfeeding equipment,
including breast pump and nursing
bras
Feeding, including formula & solids
Diapers
Clothing
Toys & Books
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

Check your employers’ policies to see what
coverage is available there. Discuss your benefit
options with your financial advisor to see if there
is a need for additional disability above and beyond
any employer disability insurance.
Source: Babycenter.com
In terms of life insurance, each wage earner should
have life insurance equal to six or seven times their
annual income. A stay-at-home parent should have
insurance to cover the cost of hiring someone to do
the childcare, cleaning, and other services so the
surviving parent can work.

Emergency fund
A prudent rule of thumb for an emergency fund
is three to six months living expenses to protect
against layoff or disability or some other financial
disaster. If you don’t have an emergency fund, start
accumulating one right away.

First-year expenses
According to BabyCenter.com, the average family
pends more than $8,000 the first year, both on
ongoing expenses such as baby food and diapers
and on one-time expenses to equip a nursery, etc.
That excludes childcare expenses, which vary
widely depending on the type of childcare and
location.

Cost
$417
$190
$1,438

$234
$427

$972
$2,387
$708
$420
$1,078
$8,271

Cost to raise a child to age 18
Every year, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
publishes a report “Expenditures on Children
and Families” that reveals what it costs a middleincome family to raise a child through the age of 18.
The latest report, published June 2012, projects a
cost of $295,560 when inflation costs are factored
in, a 3.5% increase from 2010. That’s the amount
that middle-income family — with an income
between $59,410 to $102,870 — would spend.
The USDA projects that a high-income family,
one with an income of more than $102,870 would
spend $389,670. Here’s how the spending breaks
down:
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Type of Expense
Housing
Food
Transportation
Clothing
Healthcare
Childcare and
Education
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

Middle-Income
$70,560
$37,620
$33,900
$13,500
$18,990
$41,100

High-Income
$127,800
$47,640
$49,500
$19,080
$21,810
$88,440

$19,230
$234,900

$35,400
$389,670

Source: U.S Department of Agriculture

Work or stay home?
A big issue for many expectant parents is whether
both parents should work or one should stay home
with the baby. Clearly, this goes beyond financial
considerations. It’s a big decision with important
implications for the young family’s future.
Your financial advisor can crunch the numbers to
see how much it would cost for the second parent
to work. But you might be surprised that once you
factor in child care, transportation, taxes and – for
exhausted working parents – a cleaning lady and
meals out, how little income is left. One parent at
home might just pay off.
On the other hand, making that choice could
compromise the future career prospects of the
at-home parent, making it more difficult to secure
employment commensurate with skills and
education at a later date, so consider all the tradeoffs.

College
According to the latest figures from the College
Board, the average cost to attend a four-year
private college during the 2012-13 school year
is $39,518, an increase of 4.2% percent over the

previous year. The cost to attend a four-year public
university is $17,860, an increase of 4.1% over the
previous year.
Of course, your new baby won’t be entering college
for another 18 years and few can forecast what
college will cost so far out. There are a number of
different ways to save for college and your financial
advisor can help you explore the options and set
a budget that can help the family — including
grandparents — prepare for the expense.

Estate planning
At a minimum, consult an estate-planning attorney
to create a will to name a guardian for the child. If
extenuating circumstances exist – if the parents
aren’t married or there are children from a
previous marriage—more elaborate estate planning
measures might be necessary.

Retirement Planning
Don’t sacrifice your own financial security for the
baby. Keep those retirement plan contributions
rolling in, even it if means cutting back on college
savings. Financial aid is available to college
students — not retirees.
As Director of Retirement and Life Planning for
Horsesmouth, Elaine Floyd helps advisors better
serve their clients by understanding the practical
and technical aspects of retirement income planning.
A former wirehouse broker, she earned her CFP
designation in 1986.
Amy Buttell earned an accounting certificate from
Mercyhurst University in 2009 and has written
financial planning, college savings and personal
finance for 14 years.

Michael Keeler is a financial planner with GFS & Associates. GFS & Associates is not affiliated with Girard Securities
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